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About This Content

The Mojave Sub Division. Known for its rolling hills, drop off cliffs, and the famous Tehachapi Loop. This route is challenging
with its constant grade changes, up to a ruling grade of 2.2%, but yet satisfying with its mixture of desert and mountainous

scenery colors. If you're looking for a challenge on one of the busiest single mainlines in the United States, the Mojave Sub is
for you!

4 Structured Sessions Included:

Over 10 hours of exploration, or countless hours creating your own interactive sessions using Quickdrive

Atsf #991 East

Your train today is ATSF #991, a hotshot TOFC from Chicago to Los Angeles. You are starting your run in Bakersfield and will
proceed from here to Mojave where you will bring your train to a stop to free the helper locomotives. You'll run into some

traffic along the way today so stay alert.

Mojave to Bakersfield

Good afternoon. Your trip today will take you to Bakersfield. Looks like traffic is light so it could be a straight shot but you
never know. Take a trip from Mojave to Bakersfield.
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The Dpu Push

Good afternoon! Today you have the DPU turn at Bena. Train UTLBC will shortly arrive and after he stops and blows his horn,
you are clear to couple to the rear. You will help push UTLBC to the town of Tehachapi. Dispatch will give you instructions as

you get closer to Tehachapi. Its a busy day today so keep your eyes open, obey signals, speed limits, and enjoy your trip.

The Walong Stall

Its a wet and rainy day today. Train EUASY has stalled at Walong siding. Your job today is to help EUASY and bring him to
Summit. Have a safe trip!

ATSF C30-7

ATSF GP60M

ATSF GP60B

SP SD45

SP SD40T-2

ATSF SD45

ATSF B40-8W
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Nice - Decent - Single Play Worthy -
If you know Jetpack Joyride [From Mobile phone this is it for PC
- but you get one extra button: To shoot objects in front of you.

I played the first 15 levels to bring you this review.

Youtube video will eventually be uploaded to my profile.

The game style is very fast paced.

The game itself is great, levels vary in difficulty - and you collect the Atomik - [ These floating orbs - sometimes in easy places -
sometimes in difficult places ]

The order in which you play the game's levels is also up to you, So you can play it or skip it. Which is nice for not forcing
something on you, IF you get stuck

The Bad:
The repetitive music - feels a bit scratchy on the ears. And I mean, Im using Sennheiser's HD 558's - So Im not trying to listen to
bad noise. But the sounds of this game bring discomfort.

That's all really. I haven't witnessed anything extremely bad.

What's great overall is that the environments look stunning to fly through with a shooting jetpack, and your gun's animations and
bullets are pretty great. Sprites/Animations and pixel-effects are inspiring, and I think it will be a very quick game to play.

You'll probably just go back for collecting all the Atomik orbs, after you've completed each level. You'll have to just learn
where they are and what you must do to get them

Visit https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGq4CuC7qqqj-De9mtnsuKQ if you want to find the Gameplay.

Can't state it yet, as it's on my hard drive, and not the channel.. This game has everything you want in a blend of tower defense
and FPS. Play solo or with up to 3 other friends/randos. Everyone that plays is going to be interested in winning. PvP doesn't
factor in. For me, this is a great thing. PvE. Work together and achieve the simple victory of staying alive and protecting your
base/camp/area. Playing with n00bs or veterans, this game is solid in its not yet fully developed release version.

I am very hopeful that this game continues development and lands on point for any gamer and their 3 buddies to PvE all over
gratuitous monsters.. great little game + very cheap!

once you understand how to solve the first bunch of levels that contain 1 block, it might seem kind of easy...
but then the levels with multiple blocks hit you and melt your god damn brain!
give it a try!

I'll have to attempt to finish this sometime... I'm enjoying it.
Runs reasonably, good price, no crashes.
Zombies are fun to fight and the darkness of night time is scary.
Some quality of life improvements are needed. Currently its abit clunky. For example having to press 2 buttons when u should
only have to press one.
Overall, i'm pleased and worth the money.

Updated on the 10/03/19.
A recent patch introduced the ability to play as a zombie. Unfortunately this ability is not restricted to PvP areas. Players can
destroy your bases/loot in PvE areas too.There are some issues with the zombie player ability which i won't mention that make
this easy and any defences you put up useless.
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Fair warning to all people thinking of buying: this game no longer has Player Vs Environment areas.

Updated 21/03/19 Early access was removed from the steam page without any announcement, update or comment. Snail games
continue there pump and dump strategy. They have no respect for there customers or business integrity. This is the 3rd game
they've done this. Avoid.. Luckily it was only 74 cents. WORST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED!!!!!!!! Do not even bother
contributing to the failure that made this. People like him\/them make me sick to my stomach. I mean I
create\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665daily, but you don't see me trying to sell it. Carlo D'Apostoli remember this
name and never support it. He deserves nothing but shame and a cardboard box. Buy it and see for yourself, but remember you
are part of the problem if you read this and buy it.. It had a few moments that were funny\/cool. After that though it's like a bad
Adam Sandler movie.. These models look so fantastic that they make my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hard..
Defenitly not worth the \u20ac10 price tag, you can get much better games for that price.

I am usually a fan for local co-op indy games but this one just feels too bareboned for the price tag. Don't get me wrong, it's not
broken by any means but lacks several things that could have made the game more interesting\/engaging. Sound design is also
pretty bad in my opinion and the whole game feels more like a glorified flash web browser game to me.

The game isn't per se bad but coudn't get me really interested and the time I played it with a friend did not feel satisfying at all,
specially kills felt very unsatisfying, wich is all you will do in this game.

There where also missions that for some reason forced us into 4 player splitscreen (2 screens where AI) for no reason at all,
never figured out how to play it on one screen.. Pretty fun game! I haven't played much as of yet, but I will definately be playing
more n the future.
It's a free game, so you might as well try it.
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

How to make this game run on modern PC's!!!

1. Google GMDX
2. Go to www.gmdxmod.com
3. Follow the super easy instructions to download
4. Enjoy one of the greatest games ever made in 1080p

P.S. this mod is great and super easy to install. it adds just enough to improve the game but doesnt take away from that classic
experience. what are you waiting for??? Go download it!!!!

REVIEW:

Gameplay:
-Challenging
-Rewards creativity
-All weapons and tools have their purpose
-Awesome bionic powers
-Character progression and equipment upgrades make you feel badass
-Fun stealth and shooting mechanics

Story:
-Complex and thoughtful cyberpunk storyline.
-The momentum that the story builds is insane.
-Every bit of dialogue fits so well.
-Satisfying conclusion w\/ multiple endings

Graphics:
-Very dated but has a nostalgic charm to it.

Sound and Music:
-One of the greatest video game soundtracks of all time.
-Sound effects are serviceable.

Optimization:
-After downloading GMDX ran near perfect with only a single crash out of 60+ hours.

Last thoughts:
  This game seems to have aged very well. Im a picky gamer and easily bored, and it kept me entertained for hours on end. The
developers never hold your hand. They present you with obstacles that you solve in your own creative ways. This creates a
gameplay loop thats very satisfying, and as your character becomes more powerful, you just feel like an absolute badass.
  THIS IS ONE OF THE GREATEST GAMES EVER MADE. If youre tired of all these mediocore AAA titles that wanna hold
your hand and bore you with a terrible story, buy this game!!!!

11\/10. This game was definitely designed for a mobile device. I also was probably not this game's intended target market. The
style and graphics of the game is more akin towards grade school children who play games on their parents' iPads. If you're a
parent, I would recommend this game to your children, it is a tower defense version of plants vs zombies... but replaced with
dinosaur!. This game is a lot of fun and brings back the days of Dragon Quest. I would give it a 10/10.

Pros Great fun ok graphics. easy to pick up. Plays well with a gamepad. Can capture monsters and use them in your group. Only
they dont level up disappointing. Awesome Game just completed all the chapters in 11 hours flat short but loads of fun.
Probably coulb beat it faster but enjoyed every minute a must buy

Cons Hero is bald!!! yuck!! With out the latest patch the game minimizes to the task bar but does not shut down semi annoying
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with patch it seems to be ok. Lame attempt at humor. If you are looking for humor than get Doom and Destiny. You notice the
extreme lack at attempted humor when the first monsters you fight are Biggs, and Wedge?????? FFVI????? so lame and it only
gets worse if you can get around that it is worth every penny Loads of fun. Gridding required but what game isn't. Paradox DLC
is ... infinite... it cannot be defeated.. Very good game
. Hi I got this awhile back, was a bit wobbly at first but I'm used to it now.
I like the ability to go pretty much where i like, fish from the kayak, or the shore, or land the kayak.. then fish
I would recommend this, i got on promo when first released, adds a new twist to things and although not perfect it's pretty good.
Don't forget if you buy this DLC, the kayaks will be in your home storage, you must go home and put in your backpack, well....
under your paper doll in your inventory, this will replace the for rent kayak on the available maps.
I hope to see more maps unlocked for this, more chilling out fishing.. like all the DLC for fishing planet, you don't need to buy
anything, just be careful to earn your money at each map, stay a few days, make a profit and then travel.Youtube guides will
help.

Grab a DLC or 2, see what you like, i think this one is pretty good. Enjoy your game :). There are few games I won't complete
once I own them. This is one. Still 'go here, do that', but even more padded than the original. Planning was absurd: you get your
first base and it gets annihilated within a minute (tried three times to survive the first minute), but if you can survive that
minute, the enemy attacks mysteriously trickle to almost nothing. Some quests are bugged, and for no good reason I could
discern, your player is vastly underpowered compared to enemies. I got the whole Spellforce set for $7 and still tried
(unsuccessfully) to get a refund. Because it's that bad.
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